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Introduction
� During human-machine interaction, an operator perceives information, 

cognitively processes that information, and ultimately selects and executes 
an action.

� Illustrates and occasion on which a flight crew turned off the wrong engine, 
resulting in the crash of a commercial aircraft.

� This kind of error is called a response-selection error.

� Response-selection errors cannot be entirely avoided, but proper design can 
increase the speed and accuracy with which operators can select 
responses.

� How well stimulus identification can be performed is a function of stimulus 
properties such as brightness, contrast and so forth.

� This topic will discuss those factors that influence the time to choose 
between different responses.
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Simple Reactions
� Situations in which a single response must be 

made to a stimulus event are called simple-
reaction tasks.

� Ex if an alarm sounds, the operator may have 
to press a button to shut off a piece of 
equipment as quickly as possible.

� The observer can execute a response as soon 
as he has obtained enough evidence that a 
stimulus is present.

� In some situations, the observer will need a 
lot of evidence before responding.

� The fastest that a simple reaction can be is 
approximately 150 ms for visual stimuli and 
120 ms for auditory stimuli.

� Stimulus factors such as intensity affect the 
rate at which information about the presence 
of the stimulus.

� Reaction time is faster when two or more 
redundant signals (visual and auditory).
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Choice Reactions

� Situation in which one of several possible responses could 
be made to a stimulus are called choice-reaction tasks.

� Ex, several distinct auditory alarm signals, each with its 
own assigned response, may be used in a process control 
room.

� Most of the variables that affect simple reaction time, 
such as stimulus intensity and state of readiness, also 
influence choice reaction time.
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Principles of Compatibility
� The compatibility studies have implications for the design of displays and control 

panels.

� Most important of these implications is the fact that machine operation will be 
easiest when the assignment of controls to display elements in spatially compatible.

� Compatibility is defined as the relationship between controls and displays that is 
consistent with human expectations.

� Responses were faster and more accurate for the pairing of stimulus sets and 
response sets called stimulus-response (S-R) compatibility. 
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COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN CONTROLS AND 
DISPLAYS

� Basic principles include 
� affordance, the perceived property results in the desired action. 
� mapping, the clear relationship between controls and responses. 
� feedback, so that the operator knows that the function has been 

accomplished.

� For example, good affordance is a door with a handle that pulls 
open or a door with a plate that pushes open.
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COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN CONTROLS AND 
DISPLAYS

� Spatial mapping is provided on well-designed stoves.
� Movement compatibility is provided by direct drive action, scale 

readings that increase from left to right, and clockwise movements 
that increase settings.

� For circular displays, the best compatibility is accomplished 
with a fixed scale and moving pointer display.

� For vertical or horizontal displays, which says that points 
closest on the display and control move in the same direction, 
provides the best compatibility.

� For controls and displays in different planes, a clockwise 
movement for increases and the right-hand screw rule (the 
display advances in the direction of motion of a right-handed 
screw or control) are most compatible.
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Principles act

1. Clockwise to right or up principle – A clockwise turn of 
the control is expected to move a pointer to the right 
for a horizontal display or upward for a vertical display.

2. Warrick’ s principle – When the control is at one side of 
the display, the pointer should move the same direction 
as the side of the control nearest the display.

3. Clockwise to increase principle – Clockwise rotation is 
expected to correspond with an increased reading on 
the display scale.

4. Scale side principle – The indicator is expected to move 
in the same direction as the side of the control that is 
next to the display’s scale.
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Warrick’s Principle

Pointer on the display should move in the same direction as the 
side of the control nearest to the display

Varies across populations - strong stereotype for engineers
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Scale-side Principle

� Pointer /indicator is expected to move in the same 
direction as the side of the control knob. Which one is 
right?
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Control Features
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Coding of Controls
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� Seral coding methods can be used in 
a particular application. Which is 
most appropriate will depend on:
a) The demands on the operator
b) The coding methods already being 

used
c) The illumination level
d) The speed and accuracy required for 

control identification
e) The available space
f) The number of control that must be 

coded

� Location coding, in most application 
controls are distinguished by their 
location. Ex the brake pedals is 
always to the left of the accelerator 
pedals in a car.



Coding of Controls
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� Localizing controls along a vertical dimension 
results in more accurate identification than 
localizing them along a horizontal dimension.

� People were more accurate with the vertical 
arrangement than with the horizontal 
arrangement.

� They made fewer errors when vertically 
arranged controls were separated by 6.3 cm or 
more and when horizontally arranged controls 
were separated by 10.2 cm or more.

� Labels to indicate control function is not a good 
idea. If only label are used, the operator must 
always be able to see the labels, which will not 
be possible in dim lighting.



Coding of Controls
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� When a large number of similar controls are distinguished only 
by labels, peoples’ responses tend to be slow and inaccurate.

� Finally, labels require space on the control panel.
� Principle of designing label controls

� Locate labels relative to the control
� Make labels brief, without using technical terms.
� Avoid using abstract symbols.
� Use standard, easily readable fonts.
� Positon label so that they can be referred to while the operator 

engages the control

� The digital TV remote control is an example of a control panel 
where labeling is important. 

� The large number of controls on the digital remote and the 
limited size of the remote means that labels must be carefully 
designed.



Coding of Controls
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� Color coding, an operator’ s capacity to make absolute 
judgments is limited to about five categories along a single 
dimension.

� Mean that no more than five different colors should be 
used to distinguish between controls.

� The discriminable different colors are under the 
illumination conditions in the workspace.

� The designers also must remember that a significant 
portion (up to 10%) of people are color-blind, which 
means that any attempt to use color coding should be 
paired with some other type of coding (labels, shapes, 
etc.)



Coding of Controls
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� Shape coding, useful under conditions in which vision is unreliable.

� A tactual feature useful when the viewing condition are poor.

� People can accurately distinguish a large number of shapes (between 
eight and ten, if they selected carefully) through touch.

� Shape coding, using two- or three-dimensional geometric
configurations, permits both tactual and visual identification.

� It is especially useful under low-light conditions or in situations
where redundant or double-quality identification is desirable, thus
helping to minimize errors.

� Multiple rotation knobs are used for continuous controls in which
the adjustment range is more than one full turn.

� Fractional rotation knobs are used for continuous controls with a
range less than a full turn, while detent positioning knobs are for
discrete settings.



USE SHAPE, TEXTURE, AND SIZE CODING
FOR CONTROLS (CONT)
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Coding of Controls
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� Texture coding, people could reliable identify three classes 
of textures: smooth, fluted and knurled.

� That is, people never confused the smooth knob with any 
other knob, and rarely confused the fluted knobs with the 
knurled knobs.

� In addition to shape, the surface texture can provide cues 
for discrimination by touch.

� However, as the number of shapes and textures increases, 
discrimination can be difficult and slow if the operator 
must identify controls without vision.



USE SHAPE, TEXTURE, AND SIZE CODING
FOR CONTROLS (CONT)

� If the operator is obliged to wear gloves, then shape 
coding is only desirable for visual discrimination, or for 
the tactual discrimination of only two to four shapes.
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USE SHAPE, TEXTURE, AND SIZE CODING
FOR CONTROLS (CONT)

� Size coding, analogous to shape coding, permits both 
tactual and visual identification of controls.

� Size coding is used principally where the controls cannot 
be seen by the operators.

� Of course, as is the case with shape coding, size coding 
permits redundant coding, since controls can be 
discriminated both tactually and visually.

� In general, try to limit the size categories to three or four, 
with at least a 0.5-in size difference between controls.
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USE SHAPE, TEXTURE, AND SIZE CODING
FOR CONTROLS (CONT)
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� Size coding, useful when vision is restricted. However, 
people cannot accurately discriminate between as many 
sized as they can shapes. 

� This mean that two controls coded by size will need to b 
very different in size to be distinguishable and this may 
make one of the controls difficult to operate.

� Size coding is important for “ganged” controls, where two 
(or more) knobs are mounted concentrically on the same 
shaft, to save space.

� Your car radio’s volume and tone controls may very well 
be ganged.



Use proper control size, displacement, and 
resistance

� The three parameters that have a major impact on 
performance are

� Control size, 

� control-response ratio, and 

� control resistance

� A control that is either too small or too large cannot be 
activated efficiently.

� Tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 provide helpful design information 
about minimum and maximum dimensions for various 
control mechanisms.
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Use proper control size, displacement, and 
resistance

� The control-response (C/R) ratio is defined as the amount of 
movement in a control divided by the amount of movement in 
the response.

� A low C/R ratio indicates high sensitivity, such as in the coarse 
adjustment of a micrometer.

� A high C/R ratio means low sensitivity, such as the fine 
adjustment on a micrometer.

� Overall control movement depends on the combination of the 
primary travel time to reach the approximate target setting 
and the secondary adjust time to reach the exact target 
setting accurately.

� The optimum C/R ratio that minimizes this total movement 
time depends on the type of control and task conditions
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Use proper control size, displacement, and 
resistance

� Control resistance is important in terms of providing feedback 
to the operator. 

� Ideally, it can be of two types: 
� pure displacement with no resistance or 

� pure force with no displacement.

� The first has the advantage of being less fatiguing, while the 
second is a deadman’s control, that is, the control returns to 
zero upon release.
� Real life controls are typically spring-loaded, incorporating the 

features of both.

� Faulty control aspects include high initial static friction, 
excessive viscous damping, and deadspace, that is, control 
movement with no response.
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